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Executive Summary

Despite the significant progress the Colombian government has achieved in the past five years in economic development and the strong international commitments it has made to combat climate change and preserve biodiversity, deforestation in the Colombian Amazon remains an ongoing challenge. Since the early-1990s, Colombia has lost more than six million hectares of forest, largely driven by criminal groups that engage in illegal appropriation of land (land-grabbing), the development of road infrastructure, cattle ranching, and illegal mining and narcotics trafficking.

Yet deforestation in the Amazon cannot be circumscribed solely as an environmental phenomenon; it is the inevitable outcome of a confluence of security, economic, and governance factors. The following structural challenges in Colombia enable the drivers of deforestation to thrive:

- **Insecurity and Weak State Presence:** The state is weak or absent in many parts of the Amazon, leading to inadequate citizen security, public services, and formal jobs. Many communities are socioeconomically vulnerable and face issues of poverty and informal employment while also receiving few basic services such as education, healthcare, and sanitation. State ineffectiveness and societal vulnerabilities allow criminal groups to remain active in cocaine production, illegal gold mining, and other illegal activities, negatively impacting the rainforest and the security of its communities.

- **Weak Governance:** Low institutional capacity to enforce laws, pervasive corruption, and an inadequate land titling system negatively affect the security and sustainability of the Amazon region. Although Colombia has a strong legal framework to protect the Amazon, implementing these laws remains incomplete, especially at the subnational level. Enforcement and implementation shortfalls make it easier for actors to evade the law, perpetuating the current trends. At the same time, Colombia also has an inadequate land titling system, and in the Amazon, land-grabbers such as agricultural landowners and other groups take advantage of a weak land registry and exploit official corruption to secure land quickly and illegally deforest it.

- **Lack of National-Subnational Coordination in Infrastructure:** There are national government development plans and policies for the Amazon region, but these are often disconnected or at odds with subnational development plans, yielding poor project choices and wasting resources, ultimately affecting sustainability in the region.

While these challenges are severe and real, Colombia is probably best positioned among the nine countries bordering the Amazon rainforest to lead efforts to create a more sustainable future for the basin due to a number of factors:

- A strong cross-partisan political commitment and legal framework to preserve the Amazon.
- Sufficient fiscal space that can be leveraged to redirect significant financial resources toward subnational governments and help them address the challenges and risks to the rainforest.
- A highly capable bureaucracy that can continue pursuing greater regional cooperation efforts in the Amazon.
- Strong military, political, and financial backing from the United States.
- A delimited amount of land where agricultural economic activities can take place (called the agricultural frontier, comprising 35 percent of the Colombian territory).
These strengths present Colombia with an opportunity to follow a more sustainable approach to the Amazon Basin centered on:

- **Combining Security with Economic Development and Environmental Preservation**: Colombian authorities can overcome institutional dissonance by creating an independent office headed by a non-partisan deforestation “czar” to tackle deforestation in a whole-of-government manner. Secondly, Colombia should combine deforestation prevention efforts with a more integrated effort across all sectors from health care to the environment, education, infrastructure, and economic development. Thirdly, public-sector resources can be used to provide grants, loans, and guarantees that can minimize the risks involved in making investments to develop or transform the value chains in the Colombian economy.

- **A Multisectoral and Integrated Vision for Infrastructure Development**: It is imperative for Colombia to invest in sustainable and resilient infrastructure. This should begin with a more concerted discussion of the types of infrastructure that the Amazon region needs to invest in and their purposes. In order to address national road infrastructure development plans that are at cross-purposes with local plans, infrastructure development needs to be embedded in multisectoral actions. The Department of National Planning (DNP) can create new channels for governors of the departments to have shared roles in producing development plans, such as a Governors’ Taskforce. Furthermore, Colombia should look to frameworks for “sustainable infrastructure” developed by organizations such as the OECD, the United Nations, multilateral development banks, and development finance institutions (DFIs). Moreover, tools such as green roads guidelines and others being developed by local organizations can guide governments as they plan transport infrastructure in the Colombian Amazon.

- **Strengthening Land Governance**: Colombia can strengthen territorial governance, improve transparency in land registry and titling, and increase the judicial system’s capacity to enforce property rights before destructive actors in the rainforest can inflict significant damage upon it. Colombia already has some valuable legal channels to protect the Amazon’s natural wealth and should focus on enforcing the agricultural frontier, partnering with development agencies and multilateral institutions, and utilizing revolutionary new technologies (such as blockchain, cloud computing, data analytics, and satellite mapping now available for civilian use).
Introduction

Colombia has recently emerged from a 50-year internal conflict and is undergoing a process of political stabilization and social healing. At the same time, the country has achieved significant economic progress, becoming the fourth-largest economy in Latin America in 2019. Colombia has nearly halved the number of people in poverty in the past 15 years while doubling the size of its middle class. As a result of these changes, the country became the newest member of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in 2018, an exclusive club of advanced nations committed to democratic and free-market practices. Looking forward, Colombia aspires to have an income per capita of $25,000 in the next two decades.

To realize this ambitious goal, the current Colombian government, under President Ivan Duque, released the Plan Nacional de Desarrollo (2018–2022), (“the National Development Plan (2018–2022),” more commonly known as the PND). This four-year national development plan frames its vision using the United Nation's Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The National Development Plan lays out three key pillars while keeping environmental preservation and ecological sustainability as a cross-cutting theme:

i. **Legality:** strengthening state presence, fighting illegal activities, and eliminating corruption;
ii. **Entrepreneurship:** increasing the overall productivity of the Colombian economy, cutting down administrative red tape, and formalizing the national economy; and,
iii. **Equity:** closing regional gaps and fostering a more inclusive society.

Although Colombia has made significant political and economic achievements, it continues to grapple with underlying socioeconomic, security, and institutional weaknesses. Colombia is one of the most unequal countries in the region in terms of income (with a GINI coefficient of 51.1), and there are significant disparities in access to basic services such as healthcare, education, and sanitation; economic opportunities; and natural resource use. Peace and social stability also remain fragile. The insurgency and violence perpetrated by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) in the 1980s and 1990s have dwindled. Yet, other powerful groups such as the Ejército de Liberación Nacional (ELN), the Clan del Golfo, and Los Pelusos have moved to occupy former FARC territories. Often involved in extortion, kidnapping, and murder, these groups thrive on illegal activities such as cocaine trafficking and gold mining. Unsurprisingly, cocaine production is at an all-time high according to data from the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), while illegal gold mining is now a more lucrative source in terms of

---

Among the Amazon Basin countries, Colombia has one of the most robust legal frameworks for protecting the rainforest (see Annex A). This is in part due to the enactment of a wide range of laws, policies, and development plans that give the Amazon the legal stature of a vital national asset. Consequently, three-fourths of the Colombian Amazon is protected either as Indigenous Territories Reserves or as Protected Natural Areas. Since 1991, Colombia has had one of the “greenest” constitutions in the world, codifying ecological and environmental rights and giving them the same


status as civil, political, economic, and social rights. More recently, a landmark ruling from the Colombian supreme court recognized that all political actors, from the nation’s president down to city mayors, have a constitutional obligation to protect the Amazon. The ruling, issued in 2018, has no global precedent. The current National Development Plan and the current National Defense Strategy call Colombian natural resources such as the Amazon a national security priority and the “nation’s most strategic asset.”

“The Defense and Security of these (natural) resources is a national security priority”

-National Defense Strategy, 36

Despite the significant importance this legal framework gives to the Amazon and Colombia’s strong international commitments to combatting climate change and preserving biodiversity (see Annex B), deforestation in the region has been a long-standing problem (see Figure 1). On average, nearly three-fifths of Colombia’s deforestation (58 percent) takes place in the Amazon. Deforestation rates increased further following the 2016 peace deal. FARC rebels were disarmed, but the Colombian state was unable to quickly fill the power vacuum left behind due to geographical complexities and other historical factors that had path-dependent consequences. Additionally, residual armed organized groups remained active after the peace deal, further hindering the government’s ability to take full control of the region. This made the region more vulnerable to land squatters, international agribusiness groups, and illegal loggers, and it incentivized criminal groups to engage in both illegal mining and narcotics trafficking. These groups have opened new roads, mainly tertiary roads, in the northwest arc of the Amazon, inciting more deforestation.

Deforestation in the Amazon cannot be circumscribed solely as an environmental phenomenon; it is the inevitable outcome of a confluence of security, economic, and governance factors. Colombia has structural challenges that enable the drivers of deforestation to thrive. These include weak governance, lax enforcement of the law, and official corruption. At the local level, weak state presence (leading to a lack of security, public services, and jobs) and the high economic vulnerability of the populations (often the poor and the socially excluded indigenous groups) provide fertile ground for criminality to thrive and the destruction of the forest to proceed unhindered. At the national level, the country has many laudable but ill-executed development plans. Moreover, national plans are often at cross-purposes with the plans and objectives of the subnational governments. For example, the National Development Plan highlights the abundance of alternatives to roadways and railways, recognizing the immense potential of multimodal transport, namely airways and inland waterways. Yet subnational governments still plan to construct or repave roads through the Amazon, which incites significant deforestation.

While these challenges are grim and real, Colombia is probably best positioned among the nine countries bordering the Amazon rainforest to lead the efforts to create a more sustainable future for the basin. First, Colombia has a strong cross-partisan political commitment and the legal framework to preserve the Amazon. As a sign of its international leadership, the country convened leaders of seven countries of the basin in the town of Leticia to increase commitments to preserving the rainforest and combating illicit activities. Second, the national government has sufficient fiscal space that can be leveraged to redirect significant financial resources toward subnational governments and help them address the challenges and risks to the rainforest. Third, the country has a highly capable bureaucracy that can continue pursuing greater regional cooperation efforts in the Amazon. Fourth, Colombia has strong military, political, and


---

15 Colombia has a moderate tax base vis-à-vis its neighbors (18.8 percent of GDP in 2017 versus Brazil: 32.3 percent; Peru: 13.2 percent, and Ecuador: 19.9 percent). Colombia’s GDP per capita income (2018 data) of $7,700 is higher than all the other Amazonian countries except Brazil.
financial backing from the United States: it is one of the largest U.S. aid recipients in the Western Hemisphere. The United States has committed more than $11.2 billion in foreign assistance since 2000 to tackle security and development challenges in the country (much of it under Plan Colombia), committing more than $418 million in 2019. Part counter-narcotics program and part counterinsurgency program, Plan Colombia aimed to strengthen the Colombian military and other institutions in the war against the FARC, primarily through providing targeted aid and technological assistance. Colombia can use these resources strategically to supplement its own financial commitments to secure sustainability in the region. Finally, Colombia is the only country that has a delimited frontier where agricultural economic activities can take place. In this regard, Colombia has a unique opportunity to preserve the Amazon as a strategic asset and develop it in a sustainable way.

The present case study lays out these challenges and opportunities for Colombia, exploring the connection between deforestation and security, governance, and infrastructure development and the implications for stabilization in Colombia. The study draws from a wide literature as well as expert interviews conducted in February and March 2020. Twenty organizations were consulted in Bogotá and Washington, D.C., including nongovernmental organizations, law enforcement, industry associations, consulting firms, and government bodies. The country case study informs a bigger report on Sustainable Infrastructure Development in the Amazon. This is a complex topic and touches many sensitivities within the Amazon basin countries. However, the authors hope that this case study generates greater interest and debate on the topic, helps change the discourse on the Amazon’s future, and presents constructive and action-oriented ideas to have a more balanced development of the region going forward.

Challenges in the Colombian Amazon

Colombia is a unitary presidential republic organized into 32 provinces (or departments) that collectively comprise 1,123 municipalities (plus the federal capital district of Bogotá). Eight of these departments are home to the Amazonian Basin biome. Colombia hosts approximately 6 percent of the Amazon rainforest (an area approximately the size of Spain), which represents more than 44 percent of the country’s territory.

Despite the large geographical extension of the rainforest, Colombia is predominately an Andean country. Most of its cities, towns, infrastructure, and culture developed in the north half of the country and are based on the mountains and the coast. Colombians do not see their country as an “Amazonian country”; their mindset is based more on an Andean outlook, which carries social, economic, and political implications. The Andean economy is based on cattle ranching, agriculture, and trade. Since the peace agreement with the FARC was signed, migration from north to south has brought with it Andean customs, including cattle raising, that are not ideal for the Amazon.

The Amazon region has unique economic and social characteristics that distinguish it from the rest of the country. Despite its vast coverage, the Amazon region remains sparsely inhabited by only 1.4 million people, representing 2.9 percent of the Colombian population, with a large presence of indigenous communities. However, the country’s unclear rules for land titling lead to a high level of spontaneous and disorderly “colonization,” as outside interests force indigenous communities out of their territories and seize their land for commercial use.

Moreover, the Amazon’s economic system is very inefficient and uncompetitive. It relies heavily on extensive use of the lands and exploitation of the natural resources,

---

18 The Colombian Amazon biome spans eight political departments (or states): Amazonas, Caquetá, Putumayo, Guainía, Guaviare, Meta (South), Vaupés, and Vichada.
which puts pressure on the forest ecosystem.\footnote{21} The Amazon economy represents just 1 percent of GDP of the country, driven by government services and agricultural activities (including cattle ranching, fishing, and the raising of livestock such as cattle, pigs, and poultry). Agriculture production includes corn, plantains, rice, sugar cane, yams, avocados, cassava, cacao, cocoa, pineapples, and other fruits. A 2014 OECD report found that agricultural activity has been responsible for more than 35 percent of the country’s greenhouse gas emissions. For context, that number is five times the OECD country average of 7 percent.\footnote{22}

At the same time, a small but growing fraction of the economy indicates future and more sustainable trends. New economic activities such as ecotourism have emerged as profitable and sustainable alternatives. Tourism in the Amazonian region has had a surprising net-positive effect on the rainforest, to the extent that some people who once hunted for the pet trade have become tour guides and some ranchers have stopped cutting down trees to encourage more biodiversity. In recent years, departments such as Guainía (in the east, bordering Venezuela and Brazil) have also become hubs for ecotourism and have seen the near doubling of ecotourism since 2016.\footnote{23}

### TABLE 1: SOCIAL INDICATORS: COLOMBIA AVERAGE VERSUS THE AMAZON DEPARTMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDICATOR</th>
<th>MIDDLE SCHOOL COVERAGE (%)</th>
<th>ILLITERACY (OVER 15 YEARS) (%)</th>
<th>INFANT MORTALITY*</th>
<th>WATER SUPPLY COVERAGE (%)</th>
<th>QUALITY HOUSING DEFICIT\footnote{24}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazonas</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>53.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caquetá</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>42.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guainía</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>74.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaviare</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>58.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putumayo</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>63.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaupés</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vichada</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Average</td>
<td><strong>39.8</strong></td>
<td><strong>23.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>16.8</strong></td>
<td><strong>86.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>23.8</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Deaths of children under one year of age, per thousand live births.


In terms of basic social development, the region lags behind the rest of the country (Table 1). Amazonas, one of the Amazonian departments in the southeast, remains one of the least developed parts of the


\footnote{24} This indicator defines the percentage of people living in inadequate housing, which combines housing quality factors such as overcrowding (more than four people per room), poor structure quality, and habitability problems (aqueduct, sewerage, and electricity, among others).
country, with fewer than 75,000 people living in the province. The department of Putumayo—which has been the backdrop for violence in Colombia—is woefully underdeveloped and actively looking to invest in its infrastructure to facilitate economic growth and bind the peace process with the community. Deforestation in the Colombian Amazon is an ongoing challenge driven by forces such as the illegal appropriation of land (land-grabbing), the development of road infrastructure, cattle ranching, illicit crop production, illegal logging, and illegal mining. According to MAAP data, land-grabbing to convert the land into pasture or cattle ranching continues to be one of the main drivers of deforestation (see Map 3).

![DEFORESTATION HOTSPOTS, 2018](image)

---


Structural Challenges Enabling Deforestation

Colombia’s structural challenges contributing to deforestation in the Amazon, such as a weak or absent state and vulnerable communities, allow criminal groups to remain active and destabilize the rainforest and its communities. First, the state is weak or absent in many parts of the Amazon, leading to inadequate citizen security, public services, and formal employment. Many communities are socioeconomically vulnerable and face issues of poverty and informal employment while also receiving few basic services such as education, healthcare, and sanitation. As noted earlier, state ineffectiveness and societal vulnerabilities allow criminal groups to remain active and negatively impact the rainforest and the security of its communities. External factors such as the Venezuela crisis spill over to Colombia, with transnational criminal groups operating in the Amazon rainforest.28

A second challenge affecting the security and sustainability of the Amazon region relates to weak governance, including low institutional capacity to enforce laws and corruption. Although Colombia has a strong legal framework to protect the Amazon (see Annex A), implementing these laws remains incomplete, especially at the subnational level. These enforcement and implementation shortfalls make it easier for actors to evade the current trends. At the same time, Colombia also has an inadequate land titling system, and in the Amazon, land-grabbers among agricultural landowners and other groups take advantage of a weak land registry and engage in corrupt practices to secure land quickly and illegally deforest it.29

A third interrelated challenge is the current disconnect between the national government and its subnational counterparts in structuring development plans for the region, especially regarding infrastructure projects. This lack of coordination leads to poor project choices and wasted resources, ultimately affecting the sustainability of the region. Even though Colombia has a strong central government, local governments can find themselves out of sync with the national plan when it comes to infrastructure development. For example, contrary to the national government’s vision, local governments (at the department level) are issuing plans to formalize previously illegal roads and incorporate them into the formal road network, which risks reinforcing and amplifying problems of deforestation and insecurity.30 Adding to the lack of strategic coordination is the fact that many subnational governments in the Amazon grapple with low budgetary resources, limited skilled human resources, and high levels of corruption, all of which affect their capacity to plan and execute programs.

i) Insecurity and Weak State Presence

A weak state presence in parts of the Amazon region is exacerbating existing security and sustainability challenges in the region. Starting in the 1960s, the Colombian government found itself unable to control portions of its own territory occupied by armed drug traffickers, guerillas, and other militant groups—


30 “Routes into the Forest,” Amazonia at the Crossroads.
including in its nearly 50-year war with the FARC.\textsuperscript{31} Many FARC-controlled territories lacked tax coverage and had poor record keeping of land ownership, weak enforcement of property rights, and no transparent judicial system.\textsuperscript{32} Those living near or within FARC-occupied territory saw the guerrilla group as a legitimate alternative to the weak Colombian state, and FARC activities became a part of their livelihoods. FARC leaders had previously paid farmers to grow coca, which the FARC would then sell to Mexican cartels to finance their guerrilla operations.\textsuperscript{33}

While actively engaged in guerilla warfare, the FARC based itself deep in the rainforests and “protected” national parks by strictly enforcing logging limits to enjoy the benefit of the forest cover. During this period, campesinos (i.e., farmers) and others were forcibly kept out of the rainforest by the threat of violence. During its peak, the FARC used its cover for coca cultivation and illegal gold mining, while rivers in the Amazon, such as the Apaporis and the Caquetá, became critical to the trafficking of arms, drugs, and humans between Brazil and Venezuela.\textsuperscript{34}

After the 2016 peace deal, the dramatic drop in guerilla warfare in the Amazon rainforest made resource exploitation in the region more attractive.\textsuperscript{35} With the peace deal in place, values of previously inaccessible areas of forestland have skyrocketed by up to 300 percent, which has incentivized people and businesses to move to the previously untouched land.\textsuperscript{36} The country’s weak land registry and corruption has benefitted land-grabbers, who quickly secured land. Additionally, industries including logging and cattle-raising have moved into the region, capitalizing on the armed groups that remain in the forest and corrupt accomplices within government to clear massive swaths of land with little to no oversight.\textsuperscript{37}

Moreover, the vacuum left behind by the disarmament of the FARC and the inability of the Colombian state to fully secure the region has incentivized other armed groups to illegally occupy the forest. Residents now report that dissident groups splintered off from the FARC maintain a strong presence in remote parts of the territory. The dissident groups have reportedly promoted, or have at least been complicit in, the current wave of deforestation through unauthorized logging and use the land to cultivate crops for drugs, mine gold, and conduct other unregulated and illicit economic activities. The newcomers into the forest have clashed with indigenous populations, who are protesting the contamination of their water sources and their forcible removal from their lands, resulting in violence and death (Box 1). These security issues can be attributed to a lack of government foresight in anticipating the need for environmental safeguards within the peace deal or preparing for the impact the removal of the FARC would have on the local people.

\begin{footnotes}
\item[35] Piotrowski, \textit{Nearing the Tipping Point, Drivers of Deforestation in the Amazon Region}.
\item[36] Volckhausen, “Land Grabbing, Cattle Ranching Ravage Colombian Amazon after FARC Demobilization.”
\end{footnotes}
Box 1: Social Clashes and Instability in the Colombian Amazon

More than 1.5 million of Colombian inhabitants (3.4 percent of its population) are recognized as indigenous people, 78.6 percent of whom live in rural areas. The Colombian government has recognized 26 million hectares of land as protected autonomous reserves for the indigenous peoples to inhabit, and approximately 94 percent of those reserves (home to 62 indigenous communities) come under Amazon cover. The FARC, which used the forests heavily for its guerilla warfare tactics, maintained a cordial but distant relationship with the indigenous communities. The eventual opening up of the rainforests for civilian access has triggered a series of violent incidents that alarmed the forests’ indigenous inhabitants and threatened their culture and way of life. These incidents establish a pattern of activities that undermine the safety and sustainability of the Amazonian ecosystem and violate the rights of the indigenous people inhabiting these forests.

The indigenous reserves are attractive for illegal mining groups seeking low-cost access to commodities and natural resources. These groups have initiated violent clashes with the indigenous populations who see it as their responsibility to protect and preserve the Amazon. According to the Colombian think tank Instituto de Estudios para el Desarrollo y la Paz (INDEPAZ), approximately 734 indigenous activists were killed between January 2016 and June 2019, while more than 5,500 people were forced to flee their homes to escape violence. Departments with significant indigenous populations and forest cover such as Choco, La Guajira, and Amazonas have seen spikes in economic activity, which has resulted in the displacement of the indigenous inhabitants, adding to the violence and instability in the basin. Additionally, illegal gold miners use mercury to separate gold from sediment, which pollutes the groundwater and contaminates the fish and plants within the indigenous population’s diet. Studies have found high incidence of mercury in communities, and children exhibited mental impairments as a result.

There have been long-running campaigns of harassment and violence against indigenous communities designed to drive them off their land. The 1991 Colombian constitution enumerates “inalienable and inviolable control of reserve lands in perpetuity” for indigenous people. However, the absence of a clear and effective land titling and deed transfer system has left the indigenous people vulnerable and devoid of property rights that can be enforced in a court of law. Consequently, they are often labeled as illegal occupants of their properties and subjected to arbitrary arrest. One study found that the Colombian government has granted titles for oil exploration and drilling in 81 indigenous reservations in the Amazon.

---

From a security perspective, Colombia’s problems can be traced to two activities: cocaine production and illegal mining. Both practices lead to deforestation (Figure 2). Collectively, the eight Amazonian departments in Colombia have witnessed an almost twofold spike in coca cultivation, nearly doubling the cultivated area at the expense of forest preservation. Departments in the Colombian Amazon such as Caquetá, Guaviare, and Putumayo are hubs for coca cultivation—the critical ingredient for cocaine production—impacting both the rainforest and the people who call it home. Farmers, who lack other opportunities to prosper and develop economically, rely on the illicit sales of coca plants to drug gangs and cocaine producers, who offer them substantial compensation. Drug cartels have undermined the already weak administrative state to sustain their businesses, with destructive impacts on the rainforest. In the Meta department, indigenous groups such as the Jiw community have come under attack as drug cartels and armed groups are taking over their territory to grow coca (as well as water-intensive oil palms) and raise cattle, all of which exacerbates deforestation.

Moreover, since the early-1990s, Colombia has lost more than 6 million hectares of forest, largely owing to illegal mining.\(^{52}\) The NGO Amazon Geo-Referenced Socio-Environmental Information Network (RAISG) has characterized illegal gold mining as an “epidemic” in the Amazon rainforest, “destroying naturally protected areas and threatening indigenous territories.”\(^{53}\)

More than 80 percent of all the gold mined in Colombia is estimated to be illegally produced.\(^{54}\) A 2018 UNODC report found that 14 of the 32 departments were affected by the exploitation of alluvial gold, with the official estimates putting unauthorized gold production at 61,805 kilograms (approximately 136,257 pounds), though the actual numbers are expected to be much higher.\(^{55}\) Gold is also smuggled into Colombia from neighboring Venezuela by armed non-state actors who use riverboats, private airplanes, trucks, or Venezuelan refugees working as “mulas.” Once in Colombia, the gold is “cleaned,” effectively making it legal gold before being exported from the country.\(^{56}\)

Between 2012 and 2015, illegal mining became more lucrative in terms of revenue than coca cultivation and drug trafficking. Illegal mining doubled between 2012 and 2013 and has, in some cases, replaced coca cultivation as an economic activity given its ability to generate higher earnings per capita ($6 per day for coca cultivation compared to $13 per day in mining). The UN World Drug Report released that year estimated that illegal miners were earning between $1.9 and $2.6 billion annually—twice the earnings of drug traffickers dealing with cocaine and heroin.\(^{57}\)

---


The national government has been addressing the insecurity problems these illicit activities create and the deforestation of the Amazon through an “integral” or multidimensional approach aimed at tackling the root causes of insecurity. This approach goes beyond providing military interventions to focus on a coordinated response among levels of government and sectors, working with communities to improve livelihoods and environmental preservation. Since 2016, plans and programs such as the National Development Plan, National Defense Policy, and Zonas Futuro as well as high-level bodies such as the Presidential National Security Council (Consejería Presidencial para la Seguridad Nacional) have been established. The Consejería Presidencial para la Seguridad provides analysis, recommendations, and monitoring of national security public policy, including topics of citizen security and cyber defense, among others.

One of the earliest programs was a 2016 crop-replacement plan (Programa Nacional Integral de Sustitución de Cultivos Ilícitos, or PNIS), in which both the FARC leaders and the Colombian government agreed to eradicate coca and marijuana crops. The crop-replacement plan was instituted to compensate for the loss of income from illicit crop production, where the government would reward farmers for switching from drugs to legal cash crops such as coffee or citrus. Despite a rocky start wherein the program was criticized for delays in providing participating families with payment, by September 2019, 88 percent of families who participated in the program had received their subsidies, with more than 35,000 hectares verified by UNODC with a 95 percent compliance rate.

In 2017, the Colombian government launched Programas de Desarrollo con Enfoque Territorial (PDET). PDET aims to develop the rural areas most affected by armed conflict, poverty, and illicit economies through mobilizing private and public investment to improve the delivery of public services. PDET regions include 16 subregions and 170 municipalities; these regions include the Amazonian regions of Caqueta, Guaviare, Meta, and Putumayo. While descriptions of the plans for the regional developments have been vague, one theme seems to be increasing access to potable water and sanitation. One such example is a $39.3 million plan to expand tertiary roads, aqueducts, and sewerage to benefit 10 regions and 80,000 people.

At the same time, the Zonas Futuro program focuses on territories most affected by violence, criminal activity, and poverty. Launched in 2019, the program aims to “achieve institutional control, guarantee citizens’ rights, disrupt illicit economies, and preserve and defend the environment.”

---
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includes seven focus areas, the largest of which is dedicated specifically to the Chiribiquete Zone, Colombia’s largest national park located in the heart of the Amazon and a UNESCO World Heritage Site.66

A third strategy called “Operation Artemisa” aims to utilize the Colombian military to combat deforestation, illegal mining, and narcotics trafficking. Artemisa mobilizes 22,000 members of the military for protection efforts and also involves local authorities and judicial systems to punish the actors committing illegal deforestation.67 Artemisa has conducted 244 operations in Putumayo, Caquetá, and Guaviare, as well as in protected areas.68 In its first year, Artemisa successfully secured 136,000 hectares of tropical forest, arrested and charged more than 120 people, and decommissioned armed vehicles and machinery.69 While the program originally focused on Parque Nacional Chiribiquete, the Area de Manejo Especial de la Macarena (AMEN), and three national parks (Picachos, Macarena, and Tinigua), the government now plans to extend Artemisa to further forest-dense regions of Colombia.70 In February 2020, the Ministry of Defense announced a new Environmental Protection Task Force, which will build from the success of Artemisa in order to protect biodiversity and natural resources.71

**ii) Weak Governance**

A second interrelated challenge affecting the security and development of the Amazon region is weak governance, including pervasive corruption and low institutional capacity to enforce laws. Although Colombia has a strong legal framework to protect the Amazon and has developed national plans for more sustainable use of the region, implementing these laws and policies remains incomplete, especially at the subnational level. These enforcement and implementation shortfalls make it easier for actors to evade the law, perpetuating the current trends.

Although Colombia is one of the more affluent countries in Latin America, the Colombian state has significant institutional capacity bottlenecks and enforcement challenges that weaken the rule of law in the country.72 Per the 2019 *Rule of Law Index*, Colombia is one of the few upper-middle-income countries that seriously lacks a strong commitment to the rule of law. It ranks 27 out of the 38 upper-middle-income countries, doing just better than China and Russia.73 International and bilateral donors observe that one of the biggest challenges of enforcing the laws on the books is that the state is often unable to control certain parts of the country, and beyond this, it is unable to provide an alternative to those engaged in informal economic activities.

69 Richard Emblin, “Colombia’s Eco-Warrior ‘Artemisa’ Combats Deforestation in Nation’s Parks.”
71 “Gobierno Nacional avanza en la conformación de la Fuerza de Tarea de Protección Ambiental para proteger la biodiversidad y los recursos naturales,” *Presidencia de la República*.
Moreover, systemic corruption has been a problem for decades and has cost the country several years of peace, tranquility, and development. The 2019 Corruption Perceptions Index ranks Colombia 99 out of a total of 180 countries, putting it behind Burkina Faso, China, and Cuba. A National Resource Governance Institute report found that environmental protection had moderate to high risk of corruption for businesses in Colombia. While Law 734 of 2002 mandates that a public servant must recuse oneself from “acting in a case where he has a particular interest,” the lack of robust institutional checks on public officials in charge of carrying out ecological protection duties creates opportunities for the officials to indulge in corrupt and unethical practices. This in turn makes them susceptible to receiving financial kickbacks in return for acting favorably for vested commercial interests. These officials are not required by law to make their interests public in a disclosure. Separately, mining groups that circumvent regulatory requirements to undertake commercial activities on public lands and in protected areas are reported as one of the biggest abusers of these corruption fault lines. Moreover, these illegal gold mining groups have reportedly bribed officials to ensure favorable title deals and secure other state benefits.

Colombia also has an inadequate land titling system and weak territorial governance. Despite a 2018 ruling by the Colombian supreme court asserting the rights of the Amazon rainforest to be protected, conserved, maintained, and restored by the Colombian government, inadequate land titling in Colombia continues to enable deforestation through illegal land-grabbing and speculation. Land hoarding occurs when an armed group systemically seizes control of a protected or forested area. For example, some of the remaining members of the FARC who continue to operate intend to distribute national parkland illegally. One of the parks in question, Tinigua National Natural Park, lost nearly 13,890 acres of protected land in the first third of 2018 alone. While addressing the problem of land-grabbing was included in the peace deal with the FARC, the section lacked a detailed strategy for addressing the problem.

In June 2018, Colombia defined the country’s agricultural border into law, which includes 40,075,960 hectares (or 35 percent of the continental territory) that are demarcated for agricultural, livestock, forestry, and aquaculture and fishing activities. Within the “agricultural frontier,” only 35 percent of the land is designated for cultivation. The remaining 65 percent of the territory is dedicated to natural forests (42 percent) and conservation areas (23 percent) such as national parks, and flora and fauna sanctuaries. Despite this ruling, enforcement remains weak since the agencies responsible for controlling and monitoring the issue (the local environmental authorities and the National Natural Park System) have insufficient personnel and inadequate budget and technical capacity to confront lawbreakers. Meanwhile, the agency principally responsible for administering land acquisition and preventing illegal seizures...
(Agencia Nacional de Tierras) faces intense commercial pressures to relax the protective regulations on land administration in favor of greater production.\textsuperscript{80} Added to these difficulties, the different levels of government lack a multisectoral approach and remain uncoordinated.\textsuperscript{81}

Finally, despite the autonomy subnational governments enjoy in administering their resources, some of these municipalities grapple with more fundamental issues of capacity, such as a lack of skilled human resources, which leads to weak planning and execution. This can incentivize communities to favor patronage and clientelism in order to manage expectations. Most of the Amazonian departments grapple with these issues to a varying degree, with high risk of corruption on the one hand and low state capacity on the other (see Table 2 and Map 4).

\textbf{TABLE 2: SUBNATIONAL GOVERNMENT TRANSPARENCY INDEX (2015–2016)}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEPARTMENT</th>
<th>CORRUPTION RISK LEVEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazonas</td>
<td>High Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caquetá</td>
<td>High Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guainía</td>
<td>Very High Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaviare</td>
<td>Medium Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta</td>
<td>Medium Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putumayo</td>
<td>Medium Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaupes</td>
<td>High Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vichada</td>
<td>Medium Risk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\textsuperscript{81} Arenas, “Land Hoarding: What Colombia’s New Administration Has Inherited.”
iii) Infrastructure Plans at Cross-purposes

The absence of well-performing coordination mechanisms between Colombia’s national and subnational governments in development planning further complicates the regional outlook, especially as it pertains to infrastructure. There are national government plans and policies for the Amazon region, yet they are disconnected from or at odds with subnational plans, which leads to poor project choices and wasted resources, ultimately affecting the sustainability of the region. This becomes evident especially in transport projects.

Although Colombia is a unitary state, power is decentralized into 32 department (departamentos) and more than 1,123 municipalities that receive budgetary contributions from the national government. In the Amazonian region, there are 8 departments and 73 municipalities. Between the national level and municipal governments, there are several layers of developmental plans for infrastructure that are not closely aligned. For instance, the national government has (since 2014) been pursuing a multimodal transport system for the region, prioritizing the development of airports and inland waterways. At the same time, the departments have continued to think of roads as the primary mode of transportation in the Amazon rainforest, despite the clear gains of using alternative modes of transportation. This disconnect not only leads to redundant spending and environmental consequences, but it also impedes policymakers at all levels in delivering and implementing their plans and creates bottlenecks to sustainable economic development.

82 Breakdown of the municipalities: Amazonas (2), Caquetá (16), Vaupés (3), Vichada (4), Guaviare (4), Guainía (2), Putumayo (13), and Meta (29).
**National Plans**

The overall vision for the development of the Amazon is crafted at the national level through the National Development Plan. The government’s Department of National Planning (DNP)—which reports directly to the president of Colombia—is tasked with the production of this four-year national development plan for interministerial coordination on infrastructure policies and investment while setting monitorable performance targets. In terms of transport infrastructure planning and implementation, the Ministry of Transportation has the mandate to implement all transportation plans, policies, programs, and projects. It also designs the downstream technical regulation that governs public transit and transportation on different modes, including rail, road, river, and sea.\(^8\)

Under the current NDP, there is a regional chapter on the Amazon, “Desarrollo Sostenible por una Amazonía Viva,” or “Sustainable Development for a Living Amazon,” which the national government is using to consider new projects and investments in the Amazonian region, with a critical focus on preserving the rainforests, creating sustainable agricultural practices, and providing access to mainstream economic and public services to the local communities.\(^8\) The government is also keen to ensure that key Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), such as clean and affordable energy (#7), decent work and economic growth (#8), inequality reduction (#10), and biodiversity preservation (#15), are all concurrently achieved.

Colombia’s transportation and logistics system relies heavily on a network of roadways, primarily concentrated in the Pacific and Andean regions of the country. Eighty percent of internal transportation is ground-based, making roadways the principal element of the country’s transportation system.\(^8\) For the Amazonian region, the administration is keen to develop multimodal transportation systems. No major highways connect the region with the country’s urban centers, but the region has an existing network of airports and waterways. In fact, President Juan Manuel Santos ended in 2018 a controversial $1 billion project to expand the Marginal de la Selva highway, connecting La Macarena and San José del Guaviare.\(^6\)

The program was ended because the expansion would not only have required the clearing of forest cover, but it would have also led to inevitable biodiversity loss, displacement of indigenous communities, increased greenhouse gas emissions, and reduced carbon storage, all of which would likely be followed by more uncontrolled deforestation that typically accompanies construction of this type of transportation network.\(^7\) This decision represented a balancing of priorities between the environmental impact of infrastructure development and accessibility and equity issues in the Amazon region.

One notable project included in the NDP focuses on increasing the navigability of the Putumayo river between Port Asis and Leticia. The project (estimated to cost more than $150 million) will dredge a portion of the Putumayo river in order to improve commercial travel and emphasizes improving existing natural transportation modes rather than constructing disruptive roads. The project represents an effort

---

\(^{8} \) In turn, the Ministry of Transportation is comprised of several agencies: Instituto Nacional de Vías (INVIAS), Agencia Nacional de Infraestructuras (ANI), Unidad Administrativa Especial de Aeronáutica Civil (AEROCIVIL), Superintendencia de Puertos y Transporte (SUPERTRANSPORTE), and Agencia Nacional de Seguridad Vial (ANSV).


\(^{8} \) Amy Bell and Andres Schipani, “Colombia Prioritises Infrastructure Plans,” Financial Times, September 27, 2015, https://www.ft.com/content/39e07b96-4b3d-11e5-b558-8a9722977189.


highlighted in the NDP to improve intermodal transport and is further detailed in the national Plan Maestro Fluvial Colombia “River Master Plan” of 2015.88

Subnational Plans

On the subnational level, Colombia’s departments and municipalities have a mandate to administer grants and transfers received from the national authorities for education, healthcare, and sanitation services. These units have the autonomy to manage their public resources and are required to be in coordination with national policies. However, this coordination does not happen in practice. One reason is that each department’s government often develops a detailed development plan that is very specific to the department and divorced from the goals of the NDP. The result is a differing set of priorities and metrics and no mention of a coordinating mechanism with the national government or other departmental governments in the region.

Moreover, these subnational units face challenges of corruption and capacity constraints. For instance, the Transparency Index of Public Entities (IITEP) classifies 50 percent of all departmental governments at high or very high risk of corruption, and 48.8 percent of all mayors at high or very high risk of corruption.89

In particular, the biggest pressure in the Amazon is the presence of tertiary illegal roads that fall under the jurisdiction of subnational governments. Tertiary roads found today in the region are often either “trochas” constructed by the FARC or pathways built by illegal gold miners and other criminal groups. The government had no knowledge of these roads, and an inventory of these illegal roads was carried out just recently (see Map 5).90 Road infrastructure is tied to security concerns, since these roads serve the economic interests of illegal groups or agribusiness and enable colonization and illegal land-grabbing.91

According to the nonprofit institution Amazon Geo-Referenced Socio-Environmental Information Network (RAISG in Portuguese), the Colombian Amazon houses a road network of 32,780 km (approximately 20,500 miles). This network comprises of roads from level one to level seven. Levels six and seven are considered the lowest-tier (or tertiary) roads and make up 23,407 kilometers (14,500 miles) of the total Amazonian roadway network. Of this tertiary road network, one-tenth (about 2,336 kilometers) cuts through indigenous reserves, while another 7,975 kilometers run through protected areas.92 Gold miners and other criminal groups have illegally opened new roads, mainly tertiary roads, in the northwest arc of the Amazon.93 Road networks into some of the most protected parts of the rainforests are expanding, particularly the Nukak Natural Reserve (expected to get two new routes), the Tinigua National Park (one new route), Serranía del Chiribiquete National Park (four new routes). Moreover, other roads in parks such as Picachos, Tinigua, and La Macarena (in Meta and Guaviare) are not destroyed but incorporated into conservation schemes.94

Separately, departmental government plans also propose the construction or rehabilitation of roads that remain at odds with national plans. The decentralized nature of the state in Colombia is such that the

90 García, Tendencia de deforestación en la Amazonia Colombiana.”
92 “Routes into the Forest,” Amazonia at the Crossroads.
93 Ibid.
national government has the key responsibility of securing investments in the construction, expansion, and maintenance of primary roads. In contrast, the departments and municipalities are in charge of investments in secondary and tertiary roads, respectively. Departmental government plans also do not follow national technical, environmental, and legal requirements. For example, in the department of Guaviare, many road plans did not meet these requirements.\(^{95}\)

In this regard, each department develops a Regional Development Plan (RDP) independent of the NDP. RDPs identify the department’s development goals and strategies, sometimes irrespective of priorities outlined in the NDP. For example, the 2016–2019 RDP of the Amazonas Department, for example, identifies closing the gap in road infrastructure as a priority, while the NDP advocates instead for expanding multimodal transport, such as riverways.

Local governments (at the department level) are issuing plans to formalize previously illegal roads into the formal road network. Valued at more than $300 million, these plans risk reinforcing and amplifying problems of deforestation and insecurity.\(^{96}\) On top of the tertiary road confusion, the national government has had long-standing plans to pave highways through some of the more sensitive parts of the forest as a way to connect the Amazon with the rest of the country physically. For example, the billion-dollar and nearly 3,800-kilometer-long Marginal de la Selva highway project would cut through two national parks in the Amazon region while connecting Ecuador and Venezuela through Colombia.\(^{97}\)

---


\(^{96}\) “Routes into the Forest,” Amazonia at the Crossroads.

MAP 5: ILLEGAL ROADS IN THE COLOMBIAN AMAZON

Toward Sustainable Infrastructure in the Colombian Amazon

Ultimately, the peace deal remains in a fragile state and the lack of sustainable economic development opportunities is only adding to the instability of the Amazon region. Implementing the 2016 peace deal will be a hard transition (and not a linear process) requiring increased coordination between agencies responsible for economic growth, ecological conservation, internal security, and inclusive social development. Consequently, the focus has been on ensuring that the disarmed guerilla rebels and the inhabitants of the rainforests can live harmoniously while prospering economically without resorting to illicit activities.98

Combining Security with Economic Development and Environmental Preservation

A recurring concern from civil society actors and independent observers engaged in the Colombian peace process is that the nation’s security sector is not fully using its mandate and enforcement powers vis-à-vis many of the illicit activities such as coca cultivation and unauthorized mining. To their credit, law enforcement officials do make headlines for arrests (and keep the public pressure at bay) but often end up targeting individual farmers or miners. At the same time, more organized criminal groups are left unscathed due to corruption and political expediency.99 Increased investigations should be targeted at big funders for drug trafficking and other businesses across all Colombian regions and be part of an interagency process.100

Colombian authorities can overcome institutional dissonance by creating an independent office headed by a non-partisan deforestation “czar” who is well regarded across the political spectrum. Reporting directly to the president, this czar would have the mandate to tackle deforestation in a whole-of-government manner. Although it would not be the first time it has been proposed, this holistic approach would factor in diplomatic, environmental, economic, governance, and security considerations.101 The czar would have the ability to align interdepartmental interests, reduce interdepartmental bureaucracy and differences in organizational culture, and acquire the logistical and financial resources to lead the efforts against deforestation in an effective and streamlined manner.102 To the extent necessary, the United States and other donor countries can facilitate the establishment of this czar by leveraging foreign assistance resources and tools. Professionalizing the enforcement forces—under the tutelage of the czar—can minimize systemic corruption, increase the government’s ability to enforce the law over larger mafias, and create a greater impact in arresting deforestation.

100 Botero, “Más allá del sector ambiental, ¿qué pasa y a quién le importa la deforestación en la Amazonia?”
Increased security needs to be combined with a more integrated effort across all sectors, from health to the environment, education, infrastructure, and economic development. While often the first (and the most influential) player in ecological preservation, the public sector is not the sole stakeholder of the rainforest. There is a need for a more concerted effort to bring in the private sector to create value supply chains that can keep the forest alive and provide economic alternatives to people, including the bioeconomy and ecotourism.

“We need to devise incentives that would make it good business to keep the forest alive.”

-Anonymous Interviewee

The shared value concept contests the conventional notion of companies treating their commercial objectives as distinct from their social impact objectives. Instead, the concept rests upon the central premise that the competitiveness of a company is intrinsically dependent on the health and prosperity of the communities among which it exists.103 To enable this shared value supply chain development, public-sector resources can be used to provide grants, loans, and guarantees that can minimize the risks involved in making investments to develop or transform the value chains in the Colombian economy.104 These derisking instruments must ensure that the private investments they support target those engaged in illicit activities and provide them with economic alternatives that are sustainable both financially and environmentally.

A Multisectoral and Integrated Vision for Infrastructure Development

Due to its topography and geographic location, Colombia has a higher risk of being affected by natural disasters. Twenty percent of Colombia’s territory, 85 percent of its population, and nearly 90 percent of its economy are at risk from natural disasters.105 Given the ecological and humanitarian crises that would ensue in the event of a major natural disaster, it is imperative for the country to invest in sustainable and resilient infrastructure.

For Colombia to meaningfully adopt a sustainable model for infrastructure development, the first step is to ensure broad, cross-partisan commitment. Given the public resources and time investment needed to adopt and sustain new infrastructure development plans and the frequency with which political winds change on account of elections, political will for sustainable infrastructure development is critical. In this regard, a more concerted discussion on the types of infrastructure the Amazon region needs to invest in and what their purposes would be is overdue.

One way to mitigate the coordination issues between Bogotá and the departments in infrastructure development is for the Department of National Planning (DNP) to create new channels for department governors to have shared roles in producing development plans such as through a governors’ taskforce. Not only does such a mechanism allow for greater coordination, but it also helps create consensus and reduces partisan differences while enabling national authorities to hold local governments accountable should they diverge from the national plan. This should also be accompanied by increased capacity building and resources for subnational entities.

In this regard, civil society and development banks have been engaging national governments and private actors to rethink their approach to infrastructure. Organizations such as the OECD, the UN, multilateral development banks and development finance institutions (DFIs), and intergovernmental forums such as the G7 and G20 have frameworks for “sustainable infrastructure” or “quality infrastructure.” Many of these frameworks include strong emphases on upstream planning and governance and enabling conditions. Those same elements should also positively impact environmental, social, and economic outcomes.

One such tool under discussion in Colombia is a forthcoming guide for green road construction ("Lineamientos de Infraestructura Verde Vial para Colombia"), which lays out a series of recommendations on how to approach transport infrastructure taking economic, social, and environmental aspects in account. This guide is being piloted in Guaviare. In simplest form, the guidelines ask what the economic, social, institutional, and environmental rationales are for building roads ahead of construction, avoiding the construction of roads when possible and instead using other modes of transport, respecting the agricultural frontier, considering environmental and social risks in all project phases, finding ways to mitigate and compensate for social and environmental effects, and restoring deforested areas. A road built on a straight line from point A to point B might make sense in terms of engineering and economic analysis; however, this type of design has environmental and social externalities in the Amazon which compel rethinking the design of these roads, or whether they are necessary at all. Another tool to guide road construction is a sustainability index developed by the Conservation Strategy Fund and La Fundación para la Conservación y el Desarrollo Sostenible (FCDS) that ranks the efficiency of all projects in terms of their economic benefits while weighing environmental and social concerns. A recent study evaluated 75 planned road projects spanning 12,000 kilometers in five countries of the Amazon and concluded that 45 percent of the roads were not economically viable—even without accounting for the environmental and social costs. The same study found that if governments used this sustainability tool, only a small subset of carefully selected road projects would be found to bring economic benefits while minimizing environmental and social costs.

**Strengthening Land Governance**

As described in previous sections, weak enforcement of property rights has been a key driver of deforestation. Decades of conflict and guerilla warfare have eroded the ability of the Colombian government (and the governments of the conflict-affected departments) to design and institutionalize land titling and governance systems effectively. However, revolutionary new technologies such as blockchain, cloud computing, data analytics, and satellite mapping are now available for civilian use and may increase the government’s ability to strengthen land rights institutions and enforcement. The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) has already used some of these technologies to develop its Mobile Applications to Secure Tenure (MAST) platform, which has helped secure land rights for individuals in Burkina Faso, Tanzania, and Zambia.

Colombian authorities have the ability to partner with development agencies from countries such as the United States and the United Kingdom, international financial institutions such as the World Bank and the

---
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Inter-American Development Bank, and the private sector community (particularly the technology sector) to develop programs and platforms that can help the country overcome its institutional weaknesses in the Amazonian departments. Colombia can strengthen territorial governance, improve the transparency in land registry and titling, and increase the judicial system’s capacity to enforce property rights before belligerents of the rainforest can inflict significant damage upon it.

In this regard, Colombia already has some valuable legal channels to protect the Amazon’s natural wealth. One such tool is enforcing the agricultural frontier which is now under threat from the expansion of exportable commodities. All sectors should adopt that frontier and work in a more coordinated and integrated way to respect the local communities and the living forest. Implementing a system of economic incentives for those regions who respects the frontier (and fines those who do not) and invests in programs to increase agricultural productivity instead of deforesting could be a way to strengthen this tool.¹¹¹ Deforestation data can also become an important tool to hold local government accountable.

¹¹¹ Botero García, “Frontera Agropecuaria en la Amazonia: La infraestructura de gran escala como motor de la ampliación en función de los mercados de tierras, energía y minería mundiales.”
ANNEX A: Overview of The Legal Framework for Protecting the Colombian Amazon

The Constitution
Since its founding as a republic in 1830, Colombia has gone through nine constitutions. The current one—adopted in 1991—came to be known as the “Ecological Constitution” due to the codification of environmental rights (think of it as a “Green Bill of Rights”). Under Title II (Rights, Guarantees, and Duties), the constitution codifies the ecological and environmental rights in Chapter III, giving them the same status and effect as civil and political rights (in Chapter I) and social and economic welfare rights (in Chapter II). This guarantee of environmental rights has made the Colombian constitution one of the more progressive and green constitutions in the world. The key environmental rights enshrined in this chapter include the following:

i. The Right to a Healthy Environment (per Article 79)
ii. The Duty of the State to Ensure Sustainable Development and the Control of Environmental Degradation (per Article 80)
iii. The Duty of the State to Protect the Integrity of Public Space, Soil, and Urban Air and To Ensure its Use in Common Interest (per Article 82)

The constitution also leaves room for unenumerated rights of the individual. Article 94 clarifies that “the rights and guarantees contained in the Constitution and international agreements in effect should not be understood as a negation of others which, being inherent to the human being, are not expressly mentioned in them.”

The Constitutional Court Ruling
Beyond the written text, the Supreme Court of Justice - Civil Cassation Chamber (Corte Suprema de Justicia - Sala de Casación Civil) issued a landmark ruling in 2018 that expanded the scope of the constitution and the obligations of the Colombian state in preserving the Amazonian ecosystem. The verdict, which had no parallels in other constitutional republics, recognized the Amazon Basin as a beneficiary of the rights and protections enshrined in the Colombian constitution. The court declared that “for the sake of protecting this vital ecosystem for the future of the planet,” it would “recognize the Colombian Amazon as an entity, subject of rights, and beneficiary of the protection, conservation, maintenance and restoration” that national and local governments are obligated to provide under Colombia’s constitution. In this respect, the decision builds on the Colombian constitutional court’s judgment in 2016 that granted legal rights to the Rio Atrato, which empties into the Caribbean Sea near the border with Panama. Having

---

blessed the rainforest with its newfound rights, the court laid out the following three remedies to help secure these rights:

i. within four months of the decision, the president and various ministries and administrative agencies must create a series of short-, medium-, and long-term action plans to combat deforestation and the impacts resulting from global climate change;

ii. the state must also create an “Intergenerational Pact for the Life of the Colombian Amazon” (PIVAC) within five months;

iii. municipalities in the Amazon are required to form and begin implementing territorial land-use plans.

Legal Codes, Frameworks, Regulations, and Institutions

Through Law 23 of 1973, the Colombian state ordained the Natural Renewable Resources and Protection of the Environment Code of 1974, making it the first law that organized and gave a unified conceptual treatment to areas that were formerly treated separately. Among its key provisions are:

(i) giving environmental policy in Colombia a focus on sustainable development;
(ii) establishing the right to enjoy a healthy environment (Art. 7 - subsequently adopted by the constitution of 1991);
(iii) setting out stimulus and sanctions as methods of developing environmental policy;
(iv) systematically regulating the areas of flora, fauna, water, and forests;
(v) establishing and regulating Special Management Areas (Áreas de Manejo Especial), defining these as areas for the administration, management, and protection of the environment and renewable natural resources, and;
(vi) setting out the three uses for which forest areas could be zoned: production, protection, and hybrid use (sustainable production).

In 1993, the General Environmental Law (Ley General Ambiental) was enforced through congressional action. The law directly created the Colombian Ministry of Environment. The ministry was given the mandate to “promote the substitution of non-renewable natural resources for the development of non-polluting and non-degrading energy generation technologies.” To that end, the ministry was given the responsibility to regulate and license developmental activities that affected public lands and natural resources—including hydropower plant construction, water reservoirs, power plant installation, and national electric grid installation. The law was further amended in 2009 to give the Colombian state environmental sanction powers and the ability to engage with the Colombian national army, departmental, district, and municipal authorities and penalize those infringing or violating the environmental law in effect.

In 2011, the Colombian congress created the National Authority for Environmental Licenses as the nodal regulatory agency that would assess, evaluate, and issue environmental licenses and permits for any development project taking place in close contact with conservable public land and natural resources. In

the same year, the government also created the Colombian National Parks System (through Law 3572 of 2011), which allowed the state to manage, plan, and regulate the use of public lands and restrict its use by commercial actors.¹¹⁸

ANNEX B: Colombia’s International Environmental Commitments

UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs): In April 2019, the Colombian government launched a consolidated national Sustainable Development Goal tracker that reports the progress the country has made toward achieving the SDGs. According to the Departamento Nacional de Planeacion (the National Planning Department), Colombia has committed to reducing its greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) by 20 percent by 2030 to realize SDG #13 and has already made substantial progress. Between 2014 and 2022, Colombia is expected to reduce its emissions from 177.6 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent to 141.6 million metric tons—a 20 percent drop. Moreover, the government also expects 100 percent of its departments to implement the climate change adaptation initiatives guided by the relevant environmental and ecological protection agencies by 2022.

Furthermore, to ensure better management of and resilience to natural disasters, the government plans to carry out actions that will reduce the rate of people affected by recurring events (per 100,000 inhabitants) from 1,048 in 2018 to 987 people in 2022.


Paris Accord: Colombia was one of the few countries in the world (and the first in the region) to release its own Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDC) ahead of the scheduled COP 21 climate talks in Paris. Launched in 2015, the INDC was a nationally devised climate plan that laid out Colombia’s national targets for economy-wide emissions reduction. The plan committed to a 20 percent (unconditional) to 30 percent (conditional) reduction in GHG emissions by 2030. Six months later, in April 2016, the Paris climate talks took place. In June 2017 (more than a year after then-President Juan Manuel Santos signed the Paris Agreement at the United Nations), Colombia ratified the agreement with the passage of Law 1,844. Following the legislative action, the constitutional court reviewed the commitment and granted its approval before the president signed the ratification into law in July 2017.

Additionally, the government took meaningful measures to integrate its ratification with the National Climate Change Policy of 2016 and has been coordinating on a subnational level through regional ordinances and departmental and municipal development plans. Although the federal government has codified these initiatives and ordinances at the national level, it has been the cities (and local governments) who are at the forefront of the Colombian climate change agenda, engaging deeply on critical issues such as urban planning (e.g., land use, electricity generation, waste management). To that


end, the Ministry of Environment and Sustainable Development in Bogotá has created the Roundtable of Cities and Climate Change to give cities and local officials the chance to take the lead on the issue.122

Amazon Fund: In 2015, Britain, Germany, and Norway came together to establish the Amazon protection fund and back Colombia’s efforts to preserve the 60 million hectares of Amazon forest cover in the country. In the four years since the fund was established, the donors have contributed $180 million while committing to an additional $366 million over the next five years. The new commitments are being made as donors recognize the progress Colombia has achieved in reversing deforestation trends.123 With all the funding contingent upon progressive results, the fund seeks to realize the ambitious goal of having zero loss of natural forests by 2030.124 The joint declaration between Colombia and the three donor countries recognizes the centrality of the indigenous inhabitants of the rainforests and emphasizes the need to include them in all rainforest preservation policy discussions and provide the resources necessary to support their self-governance systems and Amazon resource management plans. Moreover, the fund seeks to accomplish the following key priorities:

- Establish a package of actions to reverse illegal land occupation;
- Strengthen national policies to effectively tackle unlawful activities such as logging, mining, and illicit crop cultivation;
- Bring an additional 2.5 million hectares under a protective cover; and,
- Foster public-private partnerships with companies committed to zero deforestation policies.

Regional Cooperation: In 2009, Colombia set a goal to reach net-zero deforestation in the Colombian Amazon by 2020.125 In efforts to achieve this goal, the country has launched several initiatives to combat threats to the rainforest. The country launched “The Amazon Vision” in 2016, a strategy that promotes new development models focusing on peace and sustainability while maintaining environmental and biodiversity standards. The program has seen support from the governments of Germany, the United Kingdom, and Norway.126 In November 2017, Colombia joined with the Tropical Forest Alliance 2020 to launch a multi-stakeholder platform of buyers, producers, donors, and others to address issues such as palm oil and other product-driven causes of deforestation.127 Successive Colombian presidents have led the charge to protect the Amazon through coordinated action, regional cooperation, and other efforts to monitor the rainforest and increase the capacities and participation of indigenous and tribal people.128 The current president, Ivan Duque, initiated talks in Leticia, Colombia—the unique city within the Colombian Amazon that shares borders with Peru and Brazil—and signed the Leticia Pact in September 2019, which utilizes disaster response coordination and satellite monitoring to protect the forest. Colombia, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Guyana, Brazil, and Suriname

were all represented at a one-day summit to sign the pact.\textsuperscript{129} Colombia is also a member of the Amazon Cooperation Treaty Organization (ACTO).

**Visión Amazonía:** Visión Amazonía is a national program managed by the Ministry of the Environment centered around reducing deforestation and encouraging sustainable development. The program contains five main pillars: forest governance; development of the sustainable sector; agri-development; environmental governance with indigenous people; and information systems on deforestation.\textsuperscript{130} The program advances goals in the five pillars through education efforts, management of public-private partnerships, and the strengthening of planning instruments. Notable accomplishments of the program include the creation of a Regional Administrative Planning Department of the Amazon, which brought together all the regional governments of departments in the Amazon to construct practices to combat deforestation; 19 projects in Caquetá and Guaviare that have benefitted 4,522 people; and 10 agro-environmental projects to promote forest conservation and sustainable development.\textsuperscript{131}
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